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About This Game

Have you ever invented your own worlds? Perhaps you managed to think out one of them so well that you literally immersed in
it? Sometimes, when the soul is badly bad, you just want to take it and find yourself in a fantasy world where everything is fine,
but there are no problems. But ... But suppose that in this world, you have terrible consequences for him, carrying a part of your

problems into your own fragile world.
And now, now your world is bursting at the seams because of you, and you are simply stuck in it.

The game is a three-dimensional platformer-puzzle with elements of horror and parkour. The visual part of the game is made in
the style of geometric surrealism.
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Title: EXIST
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
UMBRESS
Publisher:
UMBRESS
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTFORCE 560

Storage: 2431 MB available space

Sound Card: PCI-E Asus Xonar DSX Retail DSX/ASM

English
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Great character art

Pretty good writing, and more interesting story than the last 3 VNs I finished

Interesting endings in that they aren't just "gets girl X", "gets girl Y", etc

Could have been more paths with other characters, some side quests maybe - though maybe this takes away from the
value of the individual characters you do interact with. I just feel like more things could have been explored (eg: I was
wondering what would happen if we could follow Nerith through the portal, but I guess.. sequels)

Main character seems impossibly pathetic, but I guess I can relate if I think of my high school self

. Pros: runs smooth .... real smooth. And it is a lot of fun when teamed with friend. The game blends FPS and TD nicely and is
just plain 'ole fun. And the text to speech is a blast.

Cons: you can only write one full line of text to speach.

Would write U R A P P infinetly. 11.5/10

PS - it's worth the $10 and if you can get it on sale, just get it!

PSS - U R A P P. This game probably won't entertain anyone that doesn't have nostalgia for it, and those like myself who do
will resent the new pathetic and useless controls. The game also lacks any sense of appropriate resolution control and resembles
the poorest of poor, half♥♥♥♥♥attempt of a port. Do not buy.. Great graphics, stellar music, a retro, whimsical feel, good
story with a nice message, fun characters...I don't have anything but good to say about Tick Tock Isle. Trading cards are the
cherry on top. It'll last you probably about an hour and a half to two hours, making it well worth the money. Pick it up and sit
back for a trip back in time - both in-game, and otherwise. It's just a great, clean, fun, retro game.. Awesome, Love puzzling, =).
Whats not to like?. BIG PIECE OF CACA. I love the walking dead and the visual graphics/design of this game but as a more
casual to moderate gamer this is way too hard for me leaving me with frustration rather than with a challenge I can overcome
with some practice. Basically I want to love the game but I can't play it and this makes me hate that I wasted my money on it :(
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i really like this game i would recomend it but they should have keep it free its a game i wouldnt buy now. Dont get it. The
developer is banning anyone who talks crap about his game.
Its almost like North Korea. The puzzles are too random to enjoy the game if you are determined to solve all the puzzles
yourself. But if you are comfortable keeping the walkthrough open so that you can just click through the whole game and watch
the story, is does make an interesting (and very odd) visual novel. I spent a lot of time thinking "I'm so glad I didn't try to work
THAT one out myself". I admit that I thought they would furthar into more of the mental health issues that were hinted at, but I
guess that's not what this one is about.. I got the game on the Yogscast Humble Bundle and I was plesently suprised how fun this
game is!. This isn't Hotline Miami. You're going to see that comparison made a lot in the reviews to come, but it's very, very
important to note that this...isn't Hotline Miami.

That isn't a bad thing.

I've never seen an artistic style such as this. The jazz soundtrack works so much better than I ever expected. The controls are
tight, the gameplay is satisfying. There was a lot of love put into this one.

Style.. Loving both multiplayer and singleplayer. The description says 30 levels, but there are actually 50 at this point. If you can
live without mesh deformers this is the way to go. I needed something cheap and easy to make a ton of sprites and this was a gift
from the animation gods.
I would like to have more updates on Spriter 2 though.
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